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ALBANY 
 
SAVE THE DATE: MSSNY‘s Annual “Physician Advocacy Day” (3/4) Please Plan to be in 
Albany! 
On January 8th the New York State Legislature returned to Albany for the 2020 session. As the 
New Year rings in and a new session begins, the need for physician advocacy and grassroots 
involvement is greater than ever. With the Governor’s State of the State Address teeing up items 
for potential concern such as Medicaid cuts, legalized marijuana and changes to the physician 
disciplinary process, but also supported reforms such as regulating PBMs and a flavored tobacco 
ban, it is imperative that physicians be in contact with their local legislators to ensure the physician 
community’s message is well-represented. 
 
One opportunity is to participate in MSSNY’s “Physician Advocacy Day” that will be held on 
Wednesday, March 4th in the Lewis Swyer Theatre in the Egg located at the Empire State Plaza, 
Albany NY. Click here to register! Join your colleagues from all around New York State and come 
to MSSNY’s Physician Advocacy Day to speak with your legislators and key policymakers to 
ensure they’re making the right choices for New York’s physicians and their patients. 
 
A brief luncheon to which members of each House are invited to speak with their constituents 
will follow the morning program.  Please work with your County Medical Societies to schedule 
appointments for physicians to meet with their elected representatives.  If you have any 
questions/comments, please contact Raza Ali at rali@mssny.org.               
     
Governor Announces Proposed Budget 
On January 21, Governor Cuomo released his proposed $178 Billion Budget for the 2020-21 
State Fiscal year, including measures to close a $6.1 billion Budget deficit, through creating a 
new Medicaid Redesign Team (MRT) to recommend $2.5 Billion in Medicaid savings, assuming 
an additional $2 billion in new tax revenue, and $1.8 billion in reduced payments to 
localities.  While we are still poring through the tens of thousands of pages of Budget bills 
among the most notable items for physicians upon initial review: 
  
Items of Significant Concern Include: 

• As previously announced, expanding the ability of the Commissioner of Health to notify 
the public that a physician is under investigation and to make it easier for the 
Commissioner to summarily suspend a physician license during a disciplinary 
investigation.  Send a letter to your legislators here: https://p2a.co/GPKcJ7g 
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• Expanding the information on the physician profile to include office hours, whether 
accepting new patients, insurance participation information, and mandatory completion 
of a workforce survey. 

• Legalizing, regulating and taxing the production, distribution, transportation, and sale of 
recreational or “adult-use” marijuana.    

• Expand the list of adult immunizations that can be provided by pharmacists to all those 
recommended by the ACIP. 

• Expand the existing physician-pharmacist collaborative drug therapy program to include 
nurse practitioners and physician assistants 

 
Positive Items Under the Proposed Budget 

• Require the regulation of Pharmaceutical Benefit Managers (PBMs) with the Department 
of Financial Services (DFS) and to disclose financial incentives they receive 

• A comprehensive anti-smoking package including: prohibiting the sale or distribution of 
e-cigarettes or vapor products that have a characterizing flavor; prohibiting the sale of 
tobacco products  in all pharmacies; expanding the definition of “place of employment” to 
define indoor space and limit second hand smoke exposure;  restricting the advertising 
of vapor products   requires manufacturers of vapor products to disclose to the DOH 
Commissioner and the public, information regarding the ingredients, by-products, or 
contaminants in vapor products, bans certain carrier oils if they are determined to be 
harmful; bans coupons and manufacturer discounts and displays in shops; and 
increases penalties for illegally selling tobacco products to minors. 

• Creating an administrative simplification work group to address health insurance hassles 
and to expedite physician credentialing applications. 

• Establishing the Behavioral Health Parity Compliance Fund for the collection of penalties 
imposed on insurance carriers who violate New York’s Behavioral Health Parity laws, 
which will be used to support the Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health 
Ombudsman program 

• Significantly reduce the interest rate on medical malpractice and other court judgments, 
from 9% to a market-based rate 

• Reduce the business income tax rate from 6.5% to 4% for businesses with 100 or fewer 
employees and with net income below $390,000 that file under Article 9-A.. 

• $14.2 million in funding to ensure access to a full-array of reproductive services for 
women due to the loss of Title X funding. 

• $8 million to improve maternal health outcomes and for the implementation bias training 
and incentives for an expansion of community health workers related to Maternal 
Mortality. 

• Continuation of funding for the Excess Medical Malpractice Insurance Program 
• Continuation of funding for the Committee for Physicians’ Health 
    

Other Items of Note 

• Convene a new Medicaid Redesign Team (MRT) to come up with $2.5 billion in savings 
• DFS will be authorized to investigate pricing of any prescription drug if the price of such 

drug has increased by more than 100% within a one-year time period. 
• Capping the co-payments required of insured patients at $100 for a one-month supply of 

insulin. 
• Development of “NYHealthCareCompare”, a website that will allow New Yorkers to look 

up charges for medical services, the quality of services provided, and access information 
about financial assistance programs, as well as what to do about a surprise medical bill. 



• Impose a Certificate of Need surcharge on hospitals to oversee construction projects. 
• Local governments will be required to stay within 2% property tax increase, or be held 

accountable for excess growth in Medicaid costs 
• Several items of concern from previous Budgets, such as cuts to Medicaid payments for 

treating dual eligible patients, elimination of “prescriber prevails” under Medicaid, and 
expansion of CRNA scope of practice WERE NOT included (but could be brought up 
under the new MRT). 

 
Please Urge Your Legislators to Reject Unfair Medicaid Cuts 
MSSNY recently joined on to a letter with several other physician and health care provider 
associations to protest the recent 1% across the Board Medicaid cuts announced New Years’ 
Eve.  MSSNY has publicly stated (MSSNY response) that these cuts are particularly offensive 
given the already grossly inadequate payments for physician care under Medicaid and Medicaid 
Managed Care in New York, and that New York physicians were not the beneficiaries of increases 
given last year to other health care sectors.  Indeed, New York Medicaid physician payment is a 
microscopic part of New York’s overall Medicaid Budget, with New York ranking 46th in the nation 
for reimbursement for Medicaid physician payment generally and 47th for primary care.   In short, 
the already tiny amount we currently spend for community based physician care helps to reduce 
costs in the Medicaid program, and should not be forced to share in the burden of addressing this 
deficit. 
 
We must do more to assure patients have access to timely needed care.  However, this cut will 
do nothing to assure adequate care for New York’s neediest patients, and in fact, make this 
problem even worse.  Please urge your legislators to reverse the cuts, and to prevent future cuts 
(click here)                      
 
Governor Vetoes Liability Expansion Bills Opposed by MSSNY 
At the end of December, Governor Cuomo vetoed two bills passed by the State Legislature that 
had been opposed by MSSNY and MLMIC that, if enacted, could have produced further 
increases to New York’s already exorbitant medical liability insurance costs.  The bills had also 
been opposed by many other groups who could have been adversely impacted. 

The first bill (S.6081/A.2373) would have forced physician defendants into making a “blind 
gamble” regarding the selection of how a particular court award should be reduced in cases 
involving multiple defendants where one of the defendants settles prior to trial.  MSSNY raised 
concerns that this legislation could create the possibility of a plaintiff being unjustly enriched by 
collecting more than the jury ultimately determined the award to be.  The second bill 
(S.6552/A.2373) would have allowed plaintiffs to collect a judgment from a third party that is not 
a direct party to the lawsuit in question but had been sued by the original defendant.  MSSNY 
raised concerns that it could encourage those parties who are unable to satisfy their 
apportioned share of liability to dodge their responsibility, while allowing a plaintiff to target 
deep-pocketed third parties. 

MSSNY thanks Governor Cuomo for vetoing these problematic bills, given the enormous liability 
exposure physicians already face. 

Governor Signs MAT Access Bill for Commercial Insurers and Vetoes MAT Access Bill 
for Medicaid 
As the year came to an end Governor Cuomo signed and vetoed bills that would expand access 
for patients to Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT), both bills that had been strongly supported 
by MSSNY and the American Medical Association. 

http://www.mssnyenews.org/press-releases/mssny-responds-to-announcement-of-new-yorks-medicaid-cuts/
https://p2a.co/zzYXUqd


The first bill (A.2904/S.4808) that was signed into law requires commercial health insurance 
companies to eliminate prior authorization requirements for all MAT.  A provision enacted earlier 
in the year removed prior auth requirements for formulary approved MAT, but not all forms of 
MAT.  This gap was particularly problematic if a patient was stabilized on a particular form of 
MAT, but switched insurance company coverage.  Medical evidence shows that MAT promotes 
recovery from opioid use disorders, saves the health care system money. Prior authorization 
requirements for MAT delay access to evidence-based care. 
 
However, the Governor vetoed similar legislation (A.7246/S.5935) that would have required 
Medicaid and Medicaid Managed Care plans to cover all MAT without prior authorization 
requirements. The lengthy veto message noted concerns that  the bill would 
“provide  a  statutorily-authorized  unfair  competitive advantage to one pharmaceutical 
manufacturer” which failed to “offer  sufficient  competitive  pricing  to be included on the 
preferred drug list or on many  managed  care  organization  formularies,  and  in lobbying  for 
this legislation to eliminate prior authorization requirements, requires Medicaid plans and the 
State to pay whatever price  this manufacturer charges.” 
 
Governor Vetoes Patient Protection Bills 
At the end of 2019, Governor Cuomo vetoed two pieces of legislation strongly supported by 
MSSNY, and other patient advocacy groups, that would have protected patients from harmful 
business practices by Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBMS), and health insurers, in New York. 

 
▪ Cracking Down on PBMs 

The first bill, S.6531, would have increased the oversight, transparency and accountability of 
Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMS). 

Although, similar protections in the 2019 budget were agreed to for Medicaid beneficiaries, and 
Governor Cuomo had proposed additional requirements for PBMs used by commercial plans, 
he vetoed the bill because of concerns that provisions could be pre-empted by ERISA, and 
invite scrutiny from the FTC and DOJ and “sweep in plans that are not true PBMs, but rather 
health benefit funds only.” 

▪ Ending Plans’ Ability to Make Mid-Year Changes to Drug Formularies 

A second bill, S.2849, would have created a list of safeguards designed to protect patients with 
private, commercial health insurance plans seeking to remove drugs from their pharmacy 
benefit formularies, in the middle of a contract year. New York’s current law puts thousands of 
patients at risk of losing access to therapies for such chronic and life-threatening diseases as 
epilepsy, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, among many others. It also usurps decisions 
by physicians as to what the most effective therapy is to treat a patient’s condition. 

The Governor vetoed the bill because of concerns that “Insurers would have to anticipate and 
set rates for hypothetical future drug price increases, causing higher premiums for everyone, 
while pharmaceutical companies would be able to raise their prices with impunity”. 

MSSNY pushed hard for passage of both these bills and will continue to advocate for these 
patient protections in the new legislative session. 
 
 
 
 



MSSNY Joins Effort to Enact Comprehensive Law To Prohibit Flavored Nicotine and 
Tobacco Products   
Gregory Threatte, MD, President of Albany County Medical Society and MSSNY President 
Arthur Fougner, MD participated in a press conference on January 13 calling upon the NYS 
Legislature to enact bills that would ban all flavored e-cigarettes, including menthol. The groups 
also called for legislation that would also ban all flavored tobacco products, such as chewing 
tobacco and cigarillos. The press conference included Senator Brad Hoylman, 
Assemblymembers Linda Rosenthal, Rodneyse Bichotte and Tremaine Wright and other public 
health groups. MSSNY supports S. 428-B/A. 47-A, sponsored by Senator Hoylman and 
Assemblywoman Rosenthal, which would prohibit the sale of flavored e-cigarettes, including 
menthol, and S.6809/A.8808, sponsored by Senator Hoylman and Assemblymember Bichotte, 
which would ban flavored tobacco products.  Passage of this legislation is now more critical 
since a state Supreme Court judge struck down New York State regulations called for by 
Governor Cuomo that would have banned flavored vaping products.  Physicians are 
encouraged to send a letter to their legislators and to the Governor about these bills through 
MSSNY Grassroots Action Center (GAC) at: here        
 
MSSNY Opposes Legislation to Allow Estheticians & Others to Perform Laser Hair 
Removal 
A bill (S.2834/A.821) that would allow estheticians, and others, to perform laser hair removal 
with only minimal physician oversight, was reported out of the Senate Committee on Consumer 
Protection at its first meeting of 2020, on Tuesday, January 14. MSSNY has long opposed this 
legislation as it would essentially legitimize a currently unregulated practice to perform a 
procedure that should only be done by an appropriately trained and educated individual, under 
physician supervision.  
  
MSSNY indicated in its’ memo of opposition that it appreciates the intent of the legislation to 
increase safety and oversight and is working with the sponsors to make changes to the bill that 
establishes critical physician oversight and ensures patients’ safety.                                                                                                                                                                             
                            
Partial Fill Prescribing Moves Forward in Senate 
Legislation that would enable the dispensing of a partially filled controlled substances 
prescription, is moving forward quickly and is now on the Senate calendar for a vote.  The 
measure, S. 7115/A.9034, sponsored by Senator Gustav Rivera and Assemblymember John 
McDonald, would allow a prescriber to issue a partially filled prescription for a Controlled 
Substance II, III, IV, V to a patient.  The prescription would be recorded in the same manner as 
a refill and the remaining quantity of the prescription may be dispensed separately.    

In 2016, Congress passed legislation that would enable partial fill prescription under the 
Comprehensive Addiction and Recover Act (CARA).  This state measure would allow New York 
State to conform to what is allowable under federal law.   A similar measure had passed during 
the 2019 legislative session, but was vetoed by Governor Andrew Cuomo.  This new bill 
addresses concerns expressed by the administration in its veto message. The Medical Society 
supports this measure and believes that it will help to reduce the amount of unused pain 
medication and will allow prescribers to help patients balance the need to relive pain with an 
adequate supply of medication.      

 

 

https://p2a.co/hn9SSVu


WASHINGTON 
 

MSSNY Together with Physicians Nationwide Continue to Raise Concerns with One-
Sided Surprise Billing Proposals 
With the passage of a 6-month federal Budget resolution in December to fund the US 
government until May 20, consideration of legislation to address surprise medical bills continues 
into 2020.   Physicians should continue to contact Senators Schumer and Gillibrand, as well as 
their US Representative, to urge for a balanced solution to protect patients from “surprise” out of 
network medical bills.  Physicians can send a letter here: https://p2a.co/nS5hrfM 
 
MSSNY, together with organized medicine, has raised huge concerns with the insurance 
industry-friendly proposal advanced by Senator Alexander (R-TN) and Rep. Frank Pallone (D-
NJ) that would provide health insurers with new incentives to drop physicians from their 
networks by enabling them to make payment for such surprise bills at the insurer-determined 
median in-network rate.  While an appeal arbitration mechanism would be available, it appears it 
would practically offer little recourse for a physician to be paid above benchmark payment. 

MSSNY President Dr. Art Fougner issued a statement urging Congress to “go back to the 
drawing board” (http://www.mssnyenews.org/press-releases/mssny-urges-congress-to-go-back-
to-drawing-board-on-surprise-bill-legislation/), noting that “the just announced Alexander-
Pallone proposal Congress would hand market dominant health insurers a shiny new club to 
enable it to drop more physicians from their networks.”  The statement also praised “the many 
members of the NY delegation, including Rep. Morelle and Senator Schumer, for their efforts to 
assure the passage of a far more balanced approach that protects patients’ access to timely 
needed care.” 

Dr. Fougner also responded (https://www.crainsnewyork.com/op-ed/congress-should-look-new-
york-help-surprise-medical-billing-legislation) to an adverse article in Crains that cited statistics 
from New York union 32 BJ that had paid $10 million in out of network claims over the last 3 
years.  Dr. Fougner’s response noted that: “Employer and union plans, such as 32BJ, should 
not be able to both have their cake and eat it too. They should not be able to both severely limit 
their physician/hospital networks and then complain about having to pay out of network claims 
when their insureds—our patients—inevitably need to be treated by an out of network physician 
due to an inadequate network.”   

Separately, House Ways & Means Committee Chair Richard Neal (D-MA) and W&M Ranker 
Kevin Brady (R-TX) have announced their own proposal 
(https://waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/files/documents/
WM%20Surprise%20Billing%20Summary.pdf) to address surprise medical bills that, according 
to a press release “respects the private market dynamics between insurance plans and 
providers and first allows them to work out differences without interference. If the parties cannot 
come to agreement on their own, the agreement provides for a robust, impartial, and structured 
process to settle payment”.  However, no other information has been made available beyond 
this general description. 
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